Long-term variation of aerosol optical properties associated with aerosol types over East Asia using AERONET and satellite (VIIRS, OMI) data (2012–2019)
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ABSTRACT

We analyzed annual and seasonal frequency in aerosol type over an 8-year period (2012–2019) to identify aerosol parameter trends over four ground sites and country regions in Korea, China, and Japan by using the Aerosol Robotic Network (AERONET), and the satellite-based Visible Infrared Imaging Radiometer Suite (VIIRS) and Ozone Monitoring Instrument (OMI). Decreasing trends are shown for aerosol optical depth (AOD), Ångström exponent (AE), and fine mode fraction (FMF) in all countries. The decreasing trend in these data is considered to be due to a decrease in anthropogenic emissions. For the aerosol type frequency, decreases in the proportions of carbonaceous aerosols (CA) and non-absorbing aerosols (NA) were shown in the ground and satellite data, respectively. At most sites, the fractions of low AOD case (LOW) increased, whereas those of the Black and Brown Carbon (BC + BrC) category decreased. In Seoul, the fraction of LOW increased from 48.9% to 70.0%, and that of BC + BrC decreased continuously from 20.4% to 11.1% during 2012–2019. Beijing, on the other hand, showed decreasing LOW from 83.3% (2012) to 52.0% (2019), and that of BC + BrC increased significantly, from 2.4% to 26.2%. The satellite data showed that the percentage of LOW increased continuously, while that of NA aerosols decreased continuously in East Asia. A noticeable decrease in the fraction of CA was detected in China [21.5% (2013) to 11.2% (2019)]. In all countries, CA and NA aerosols had the greatest effect in winter and summer, respectively. We also detected significant differences between the fractions of NA and BC between the ground and satellite data. Changes in aerosol type and properties were observed concurrently in all ground and satellite data, and changes in aerosol type may explain the increasing and decreasing trends that we recorded for most parameters. Consistent results from both ground and satellite data suggest a steady decreasing in fine aerosol pollution in East Asia.

1. Introduction

Aerosols comprise various forms of particulate matter suspended in the air; they have important influences on the global climate and public health. Because aerosol emissions are directly related to air quality, exposure to large amounts of aerosols has adverse health effects (Kwon et al., 2002; Malilay, 1999). Segersson et al. (2017) discovered that high exposure to black carbon (BC) has increased premature mortality by up to approximately 60% in certain regions. Another study suggested that the reason why decrease in available water volume can be due to air pollution (Givati and Rosenfeld, 2007). Additionally, the amount of visible light can be reduced under a high aerosol concentration (Tie and Cao, 2009). Reductions in visible light can have adverse effects on humans and environments; thus, there is a need to quantify the amount of aerosol in the atmosphere.

Various aerosol types are emitted from anthropogenic and natural sources (Park et al., 2003; Streets et al., 2009). For example, sea salt and dust are naturally emitted, whereas non-absorbing (NA) aerosols (e.g., sulfates and nitrates) and BC are mainly derived from anthropogenic sources (Streets et al., 2009). The presence of various aerosol types can...
Aerosols have direct and indirect effects on the radiative balance (Koch et al., 2009; Rap et al., 2013), which affects global warming and can vary according to the aerosol type (Xia, 2014). Nagorski et al. (2018) reported that the radiative forcing of BC and dust differed by approximately 10^3 fold for the same amount of aerosol. The hygroscopic growth of aerosols can affect visibility, and it varies depend on aerosol composition (Tie and Cao, 2009). Sulfate grows continuously with increasing relative humidity (RH), but BC does not grow until under 70% RH; in contrast, dust particle do not grow under any RH case (Tie and Cao, 2009). Consequently, different types of aerosols have variable impacts on the environment, and quantifying both the amount and type of aerosols is important for management of atmospheric pollution.

Based on the characteristics of aerosol optical properties, many previous studies have developed aerosol type classification algorithms (e.g., Chen et al., 2016a; 2016b; Hamill et al., 2016; Lee et al., 2010; Omar et al., 2005; Penning de Vries et al., 2015). Several studies have used in situ aerosol properties to differentiate aerosol types (e.g., Cappa et al., 2016; Cazorla et al., 2013; Kaskaoutis et al., 2021). Cazorla et al. (2013) published a classification method using columnar measurements, which was based on the absorbing Ångström exponent (AAE) and scattering Ångström exponent (SAE). Cappa et al. (2016) modified the previous algorithm using in situ measurements. This AAE-MAE algorithm was used in several studies, most of which focused on the overall characteristics of several areas (e.g., Hopper et al., 2018; Kaskaoutis et al., 2021). Several studies have examined the global and regional frequency distributions of various aerosol types according to their optical properties (e.g., Lin et al., 2022; Logothetis et al., 2020; Mok et al., 2017; Schmeisser et al., 2017), but these studies have limitations in terms of long-term variation.

Aerosol types and optical properties exhibit high spatiotemporal variability because their compositions vary according to origin (Kaskaoutis et al., 2009). Continuous changes in industrial activity can affect the long-term characteristics of aerosol emissions, as observed in several countries (Lei et al., 2011; Zhao et al., 2017). Because aerosol emission characteristics change over long periods, there is a need to obtain long-term data regarding aerosol types. Therefore, many previous studies have analyzed aerosol optical properties using long-term data or case studies of specific regions (e.g., Kim et al., 2007; Lee et al., 2007; Shin et al., 2019; Tian et al., 2020). However, fewer studies have examined long-term variations in aerosol type (e.g., Chen et al., 2020; Ou et al., 2017). Several studies have focused on aerosol emissions (e.g., Ou et al., 2017; Song et al., 2008) and aerosol characteristics in East Asia (e.g., Li et al., 2015), because aerosol types considerably vary in this region due to the diverse range of emission sources (Kang et al., 2017). Some previous studies evaluated aerosol properties over East Asia using ground and satellite data (e.g., Kim et al., 2014; Lee and Kim, 2010). During the Aerosol Characterization Experiment-Asia (ACE-Asia) conducted in 2001, aerosol characterization was conducted in East Asia. Quinn et al. (2004) noted that within this region, aerosols consist of a complex mixture of marine, pollution, volcanic and dust sources. Furthermore, in situ data for the previous period (from 2001 to 2010) showed that the ground-based mass concentration continued to decrease in East Asia (Kim et al., 2014). The increasing emission of anthropogenic fine aerosols suggested that this result was caused by the decreasing occurrence of yellow dust event (Kim et al., 2014). In addition, generally strong correlation was observed between the increase in aerosol optical depth (AAE) and increase in sulfate (Kim et al., 2014). Until recently, it was difficult to determine whether these long-term results have had a steady effect on aerosol properties. Therefore, past studies have provided extensive aerosol data, but there have been few studies of long-term variation in aerosol types according to their optical properties (e.g., Chen et al., 2020; Ou et al., 2017).

The objective of this study was to understand the trends (over an 8-year period) of aerosol types and parameters in East Asia. Ground and satellite observation data were used in combination to identify changes in aerosol type along with increases and decreases in aerosol optical properties. In this study, a combination of aerosol type classification algorithms was developed using Aerosol Robotic NETwork (AERONET) data, based on the results of previous studies (Cappa et al., 2016; Lee et al., 2010). For ground data analysis, the method established by Lee et al. (2010) was used to isolate mixed categories of algorithm from Cappa et al. (2016). For satellite data analysis, delicate filtering was performed using level 2 data of visible infrared imaging radiometer suite (VIIRS) and ozone monitoring instrument (OMI). This approach differed from the moderate resolution imaging spectroradiometer (MODIS)-OMI combined algorithm (MOA), which used level 3 (1’x1’) data of MODIS and OMI (Mok et al., 2017). Section 2 describes how these aerosol classification methods were used for ground and satellite data, respectively. Based on the results of combined analyses involving ground and satellite data, this work will suggest the direction of future studies. For example, long-term changes in aerosol type could visualize the outcomes of recent air quality-related regulations; it may be possible to establish more detailed regulations for each country in the region. Section 3 presents the study results in terms of aerosol parameter trends, as well as annual and seasonal analyses of aerosol types.

2. Data and methods

2.1. Study area

We selected four AERONET sites within three countries in East Asia for which multi-year datasets (2012–2019) were available (Fig. 1). Two of the sites, Seoul_SNU and Yonsei_University were in Seoul, Korea, with differences in latitude and longitude of <0.2°; therefore, these sites were combined into a single ‘Seoul’ dataset. The other sites were Beijing, China, and Osaka, Japan. For the Beijing site, data from the Beijing-CAMS (39.933°N, 116.317°E) site were used for the supplement of missing data of Beijing site. Therefore, the ground sites in this study were Seoul, Beijing, and Osaka. We used polar-orbiting satellite data from the VIIRS and OMI sensors over 4° x 5° (latitude x longitude) areas including AERONET sites in each of the three target countries; Korea, China, and Japan (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Locations of AERONET observation sites [Seoul_SNU (37.458°N, 126.951°E), Yonsei_University (37.564°N, 126.935°E), Beijing (39.977°N, 116.381°E), Osaka (34.651°N, 135.591°E)] and the field of grid for satellite observations in Korea (34°-38°N, 125°-130°E), China (38°-42°N, 115°-120°E), Japan (32°-36°N, 132°-137°E).
identification of aerosol types using classification algorithms (e.g., Ou et al., 2017; Schmeisser et al., 2017). In this study, we obtained aerosol information using both ground data and satellite data. Ground data provide accurate observations at a specific point, whereas satellite data cover a wider spatial range. Therefore, the simultaneous use of both ground and satellite observation data provides more comprehensive information about a study area; synergistic use is expected. In this study, we obtained ground data collected by AERONET (Holben et al., 1998) and satellite data collected by VIIRS and OMI during 2012–2019.

2.2.1. Ground data

AERONET (https://aeronet.gsfc.nasa.gov) provides aerosol optical property data from a sun photometer (e.g., Dubovik et al., 2000; Holben et al., 1998). The standard instrument configuration for AERONET is typically eight wavelengths (340, 380, 440, 500, 675, 870, 1020, and 1640 nm), plus 940 nm for water vapor. Most sites make measurements at approximately 5-min intervals to obtain high temporal resolution data. The estimated uncertainty in AERONET-measured AOD, primarily because of calibration uncertainty, is 0.01–0.02 at an optical airmass of one for network field instruments (with the highest errors in the ultraviolet (UV) region; Eck et al., 1999). The complete set of Version 3 cloud screening and quality assurance algorithms for AOD data were described by Giles et al. (2019).

The sky radiance was calibrated against frequently characterized integrating spheres at the NASA Goddard Space Flight Center; this measurement was assumed to have an absolute accuracy of ~3% (Sinyuk et al., 2020). Hybrid and almucantar directional scan radiance data were combined with measured AOD data at identical wavelengths as inputs for the retrieval of optically equivalent column-integrated volume size distributions and aerosol refractive indices, using the algorithms developed by Dubovik and King (2000) and Dubovik et al. (2006). These retrieved aerosol properties were used to derive additional parameters, such as the asymmetry parameter, single scattering albedo, and phase function. See Sinyuk et al. (1) for details of the uncertainties in retrieved parameters from sky radiance scans. To ensure sky radiance measurements over a sufficiently wide range of scattering angles, only almucantar scans acquired at a solar zenith angle of >50° (Level 2) were analyzed in this study. The scattering angle range of measured sky radiances was 100° for an almucantar scan performed at a solar zenith angle of 50°, whereas it was 150° for a solar zenith angle of 75° (Eck et al., 2019).

In this study, level 2.0 and level 1.5 AERONET data were used to compare parameter trends and classify aerosol types, respectively. The level 2.0 data was used to the trend analysis, considering the accuracy of the data. The level 1.5 data were used in an aerosol type classification analysis to obtain a sufficient number of data. In addition, aerosol type classification was only applied to AOD > 0.4 to increase data reliability.

Prior to the ground data analysis, we calculated AOD550 and fine mode fraction at 550 nm (FMF550) values using an AE of 500 and 675 nm from the AERONET product. This facilitated comparisons between ground and satellite data using the method of previous studies (e.g., Lee et al., 2010). Because the single scattering albedo (SSA) is the ratio of the scattering effect to the extinction efficiency, it was used to examine particle absorption characteristics. The SSA also used to calculate AAOD, AAE, and the scattering Ångström exponent (SAE) in this study. However, SSA can only be identified by an inversion method that uses sky radiance measurements (Dubovik and King, 2000); therefore, the number of data point can differ between the dataset of AOD and those of SSA.

2.2.2. Satellite data

The VIIRS and OMI sensors were launched on the Suomi national polar-orbiting partnership (Suomi-NPP) (Hsu et al., 2019; https://ncc.ne sdis.noaa.gov/VIIRS) and Aura satellites (Torres et al., 2013; https://aura.gsfc.nasa.gov/omi.html), which have polar-orbit and equator crossing times of 13:30 and 13:45 UTC, respectively. In this study, the VIIRS/SNPP Deep Blue Aerosol product (AERDB_L2_VIIRS_SNPP), version 1.1, and OMI/Aura Near UV aerosol product (OMAERUV), version 3, were used (Table 1). The sun-synchronous VIIRS sensor provides aerosol data with a spatial resolution of 6 km × 6 km, whereas the sun-synchronous OMI sensor has a spatial resolution of 13 km × 24 km. Because both products are level 2 data controlled by pixel-based results with quality flags, we calculated the daily gridded data through processing using these products. We required at least 500 and 50 satellite retrievals for VIIRS and OMI respectively, in each regional grid (Fig. 1) for a 1-day to ensure that the analysis was valid. For each parameter, the satellite data used in this study were merged according to date for comparison with AERONET daily data.

To examine aerosol trends and classify aerosol types, we used AOD data for a wavelength of 550 nm (AOD550) and AE data collected by the VIIRS sensor, and SSA data for a wavelength of 388 nm (SSA388) and aerosol index (AI) data collected by the OMI sensor. For satellite data analysis, we used AE instead of FMF data, which are not provided over land in the VIIRS product (Hsu et al., 2019). The AE is a qualitative indicator that considers the effect of fine particles in a manner similar to FMF. Therefore, AE was also used as a criterion for aerosol trend and type analyses. SSA data collected by OMI were also used for trend comparisons. The AI data collected by OMI was used for aerosol type classification because the AI is influenced by absorption at UV wavelengths (Ahmad et al., 2006; Torres et al., 2013). Although the OMI data are available from 2004, this study used the data period from 2012 because the VIIRS product is available from March 2012.

2.3. Aerosol type classification

2.3.1. Ground data

Emissions from different sources produce aerosols with different optical properties, allowing their classification into distinct types (Lei et al., 2011; Zhao et al., 2017). Previous studies have developed aerosol classification algorithms for this purpose (e.g., Lee et al., 2010; Omar et al., 2005). Thus, natural and anthropogenic aerosols have been classified according to size (i.e., FMF and AE data) and absorptivity (i.e., SSA and AI data) (e.g., Mok et al., 2017; Ou et al., 2017). Generally, aerosols are classified into three main types: dust (large particles; high absorption), water vapor (small particles; low absorption), and non-absorbing aerosols (small particles; low absorption) (e.g., Higurashi and Nakajima, 2002; Kim et al., 2007; Lee et al., 2010). Aerosols can be further subdivided by modifying these classification methods (e.g., Lee et al., 2010). In this study, the methods used in several previous studies were used to classify aerosol types through the application of aerosol parameters.

The 1.5 level of AERONET data were used for aerosol type classification at ground sites. We limited our analysis of AERONET data to days with AOD440 > 0.4, in accordance with the methods used in previous studies (e.g., Giles et al, 2012; Lee et al., 2010). However, this approach significantly reduced the amount of data available for analysis; therefore, we added a new aerosol category of ‘LOW’ when AOD440 < 0.4. The ‘LOW’ category increased the temporal continuity of the dataset without significantly affecting the aerosol classification results because the aerosol classification algorithm was only used when AOD440 is larger than 0.4 in this study.

For aerosol classification, Cazorla et al. (2013) published a

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
<th>Observation data products and parameters used in this study.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Data</td>
<td>Product/Parameter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AERONET</td>
<td>Daily Average (level 1.5, 2.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AOD, AAOD, FMF, SSA, AAE, AI (440, 500, 675, 870 nm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIIRS</td>
<td>AERDB_L2_VIIRS_SNPP (v1.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AOD550 nm, AE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OMI</td>
<td>OMAERUV (v3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SSA388 nm, AI</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
classification scheme using data from columnar measurements, which is based on AAE and SAE. Cappa et al. (2016) modified the algorithm using in situ measurements. For ground data analysis, we adopted the aerosol classification algorithm of Cappa et al. (2016). Because AAE and SAE also provide absorption characteristics and aerosol size information, we were able to classify aerosol types based on ground observations. Lee et al. (2010) used SSA and FMF, which provide aerosol size and absorbing information, from AERONET to classify aerosol types. Lee et al. (2010) categorized ‘large and high-scattering particles’ as ‘Uncertain’ and ‘small and high-scattering particles’ as ‘NA’.

An example of our aerosol classification results is provided in Fig. 2 for Seoul. For the aerosol classification of ground data, the aerosol classification method proposed by Cappa et al. (2016) was used. In Cappa et al. (2016), large and small particles were divided using the SSA threshold value of 1. The thresholds of SAE > 1.5 and AAE > 2 indicated fresh smoke aerosols generated from biomass burning, which were more absorbent than BC (Szipad et al., 2007; Singh and Rastogi, 2019). The AAE in the range of 1.5–2.0 and small size aerosols were regarded as a mixture of BC and brown carbon (BrC) (Cappa et al., 2016; Kaskaoutis et al., 2021). This classification was established because the AAE was reduced when it was mixed with other aerosols, either due to aged biomass burning or long-distance transport (Reid et al., 2005; Dapiaouli et al., 2014). Larger aerosols were classified as SAE < 1 and were mixed with dust in the work by Cappa et al. (2016). Low SAE (< 1) and AAE (< 1) aerosols were included in the category with large size and low absorption (Cappa et al., 2016; Kaskaoutis et al., 2021).

We modified the aerosol classes proposed by Cappa et al. (2016), such that the ‘large particle’ class described by Cappa et al. (2016) was renamed as ‘Uncertain’. Furthermore, the ‘small particle and low absorption’ area was renamed to ‘NA’. Thus, aerosols were primarily classified as Dust, BrC, ‘Dust + BC + BrC’, ‘BC + BrC’, ‘Uncertain + BC’, NA, or Uncertain according to the AAE440–870 and SAE440–870 data obtained from AERONET. The ‘Uncertain’ class means a mixture of BC and large particles from soil dust (Kaskaoutis et al., 2021), but the name was changed to adhere to the method established by Lee et al. (2010).

Because the Cappa et al. (2016) algorithm used several mixed-type categories, we also incorporated the algorithm of Lee et al. (2010), which determines the dominant size mode of aerosols using FMF550 data obtained from calculations based on AERONET data. The ‘Dust’ and ‘BC’ types were previously reported to be classified as lower than 0.4 and higher than 0.6 values of FMF550, respectively (Lee et al., 2010). In this AAE-SAE algorithm, the category of ‘Dust + BC + BrC’ was reclassified into two types based on FMF550 threshold of 0.4 (i.e., Dust: FMF550 < 0.4, BC + BrC: FMF550 > 0.4). The category of ‘Uncertain + BC’ was reclassified based on FMF550 threshold of 0.6 (i.e., Uncertain: FMF550 < 0.6, BC: FMF550 > 0.6). FMF values below the threshold were presumed to represent coarse dust particles, whereas values above the threshold were presumed to represent carbonaceous aerosols (CA) from various combustion sources. Lee et al. (2010) defined a ‘mixed type’ class for FMF550 between 0.4 and 0.6, but this category was not applied in this study. After this step, the aerosols were classified into seven types using ground data: LOW, Dust, NA, BC, BC + BrC, BrC, and Uncertain.

2.3.2. Satellite data

Several previous studies have proposed aerosol classification methods for use with satellite data (e.g., Kim et al., 2007; Mok et al., 2017). Mok et al. (2017) developed the MOA by modifying the results of studies by Kim et al. (2007) and Lee et al. (2007). The MOA also used the size and absorption information from aerosol optical properties, which was similar to the approach used by Cappa et al. (2016). Therefore, we adopted the MOA for satellite data analysis in this study; however, we substituted VIIRS data for MODIS data and only used land pixels. Accordingly, the 0.95 for AE criterion over land was used as in the MOA (Mok et al., 2017).

The VIIRS-OMI aerosol classification algorithm used in this study is shown in Fig. 3. Before the algorithm was applied, regions within each country were gridded at 1° resolution (i.e., 4° × 5° region was divided into 20 grids). Then, regional average data and aerosol type were assigned to each 1° × 1° grid. For each grid, only cases with data-pixels > 2 (per grid) for AOD550 and AE from VIIRS, and data-pixels > 1 (per grid) for AI from OMI were used. The different limits for the number of data points between VIIRS and OMI were based on differences in satellite spatial resolution. This problem was partially resolved through the use of 1° × 1° grids, thereby allowing effective comparison of the data. In addition, grids were removed if all three parameters (AOD550, AE, and AI) were not present together.

After the gridding process, the algorithm estimated the daily data. If only one valid grid was present in a day, the daily aerosol type was classified as ‘undefined’ because of insufficient data. If AOD550 < 0.4 in all grids, the daily aerosol type was classified as ‘LOW’; this classification process was similar to the process used for the LOW type in ground data analysis for AOD440. Subsequently, if even one of the valid grids had AOD550 > 0.4, all grids were classified as Dust, NA, CA, Mixture, or Unknown. Based on the AI of 0.8, aerosols with strong absorption were classified as Dust and CA. The AE was also used to separate CA and NA according to absorption characteristics. For example, small AI with high AE indicated low absorbing fine aerosols (i.e., NA). This algorithm was similar to the algorithm from Cappa et al. (2016), which classifies aerosols according to their absorption and size characteristics.

After the aerosol type of each valid grid had been identified, an AOD weighting method was used to determine the daily aerosol type for each region of East Asia. The weighting method used in this study effectively indicated high-impact pollutants and was therefore suitable for our purpose. The aerosol type with the largest total sum of AOD550 was regarded as the daily representative aerosol type according to satellite observations. An example of the application for this weighting method for a region of China is shown in Fig. 4. For this date, we defined seven valid grids, each of which was assigned an AOD550 value. The sum of these AOD550 values (AODsum) was used to determine the aerosol type. In this example, although NA was the most frequent aerosol type, AODsum was higher for CA than for NA; therefore, CA was regarded as the daily aerosol type for this date. Consequently, six daily aerosol types were classified using the satellite data: LOW, Dust, NA, CA, Mixture, and Unknown.

Fig. 2. Example of aerosol type classification based on the AAE-SAE in Seoul. (detailed criteria for aerosol type classification were described by Cappa et al. (2016)).
3. Results

3.1. Trend analysis

The AOD_{550}, FMF_{550}, and SSA_{440} from level 2 AERONET data and AOD_{550}, AE, and SSA_{388} from VIIRS and OMI data were used in these analyses. Linear regression analysis was performed to identify increasing and decreasing trends in aerosol parameters. Trends in aerosol parameters over the 8-year study period were analyzed based on monthly average data, but the seasonality of AOD was not removed in this study.

The aerosol parameter trends based on ground and satellite data are shown in Tables 2 and 3, respectively. The slopes and 95% confidence intervals are shown together. For AOD_{550}, the slopes of all ground data showed decreasing trends. The rate of AOD_{550} decrease was greatest in Beijing (-0.034 year^{-1}), followed by Seoul (-0.028 year^{-1}) and finally Osaka (-0.003 year^{-1}) site. Of the three ground sites, only the 95% confidence interval of Seoul was negative. The satellite data also showed decreasing trends in AOD_{550} in all three countries (Table 3). The slope of AOD_{550} was highest in China (-0.033 year^{-1}) and lowest in Japan (-0.010 year^{-1}). The AOD_{550} slope was 3-fold higher for China than for Japan. The satellite data also showed that the confidence intervals of AOD_{550} were negative in all countries. The presence of a positive upper

### Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ground</th>
<th>AOD_{550} Slope [0.025 0.975]</th>
<th>FMF_{550} Slope [0.025 0.975]</th>
<th>SSA_{440} Slope [0.025 0.975]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Seoul</td>
<td>-0.028 [-0.046 -0.011]</td>
<td>-0.005 [-0.013 0.003]</td>
<td>0.004 [0.001 0.006]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beijing</td>
<td>-0.034 [-0.080 0.012]</td>
<td>-0.006 [-0.026 0.015]</td>
<td>0.002 [-0.002 0.005]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Osaka</td>
<td>-0.003 [-0.020 0.013]</td>
<td>-0.002 [-0.018 0.014]</td>
<td>0.003 [0.000 0.005]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Parameter trends (AOD_{550}, FMF_{550}, and SSA_{440}) at AERONET sites.
limit only for Beijing and Osaka may be the result of insufficient data points, as shown in Fig. 5 b and c. In summary, clear decreasing trends in AOD\(_{550}\) were observed in all three countries, according to both satellite and ground data. The confidence intervals for all country regions were negative; therefore, the reliability of the decreasing trend was higher at the country level than at the ground site level. In a previous study using AERONET, Beijing and Osaka showed 0.10 and 0.06 decadal trends in AOD, respectively (Li et al., 2014); although the previous findings slightly differed from our results, there was a clear decrease in AOD. Furthermore, fine dust levels in the atmosphere have steadily increased since industrialization, but PM\(_{2.5}\) has been decreasing in East Asia, especially since 2010 (Yin, 2021). In China, PM\(_{2.5}\) levels tended to significantly decrease (approximately 30–50% of the total) between 2013 and 2018 (Zhai et al., 2019). Furthermore, according to the Seoul Institute Health (2021) the PM\(_{2.5}\) concentration in Seoul significantly decreased from 2007 to 2020. Similarly, Ho et al. (2021) suggested that the decreased air pollution levels in Seoul in the 2010s may have resulted from regulatory requirements concerning vehicle emissions in Korea, which have been in effect since 2005. Lee et al. (2018) found that the Clean Air Act has led reduced air pollution, with a 9% decrease in PM\(_{10}\) levels between 2003 and 2006. AOD and particulate matter (PM) are very closely related, and the decrease in AOD indicated that the occurrence of high concentrations of pollutants continuously decreased at all sites covered by ground and satellite observations.

FMF\(_{550}\) showed decreasing trends at all ground sites (Table 2), with the range of –0.005 year\(^{-1}\) (Seoul) to –0.002 year\(^{-1}\) (Osaka). Seoul and Beijing had decreasing trends of –0.005 year\(^{-1}\) and –0.006 year\(^{-1}\), but the confidence interval of Seoul [–0.013 – 0.003] was much narrower than those of Beijing [–0.026 – 0.015]. Satellite data were analyzed in terms of AE instead of FMF, and also showed decreasing trends in all countries, with the greatest decrease occurring in Japan (–0.020 year\(^{-1}\)) and the lowest in China (–0.012 year\(^{-1}\)). Decreases in FMF and AE indicate a decreasing amount of small particle. A previous study suggested that the decreasing FMF in northeast China is associated with a decrease in anthropogenic activities because of the regulations imposed by clean air policies (Yan et al., 2022). In contrast to the present study, Yan et al. (2022) used a deep learning approach, which revealed that India and the western USA had strong increasing trends in FMF (>+0.003 year\(^{-1}\)) (Yan et al., 2022). In summary, the influence of fine particles continuously decreased at all observation points throughout East Asia because of the decrease in anthropogenic pollution. There were similar FMF and AE slope directions for all three countries, but the level of significance differed among countries. With respect to AOD and size parameters (FMF\(_{550}\) and AE), the trends from ground-based observations were statistically insignificant, although the trends from satellite and ground observation generally showed the same tendencies. The weak significance level from the ground-based data was caused by temporal data inhomogeneity due to the limitation of the observation.

### Table 3

Aerosol parameter trends based on satellite data. Slope and p-values represent aerosol parameter trends (AOD\(_{550}\), AE, and SSA\(_{388}\)) in the three countries.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Satellite</th>
<th>AOD(_{550})</th>
<th>AE</th>
<th>SSA(_{388})</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Slope ([0.025 \text{ to } 0.975])</td>
<td>Slope ([0.025 \text{ to } 0.975])</td>
<td>Slope ([0.025 \text{ to } 0.975])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Korea</td>
<td>–0.014 ([-0.024 \text{ to } –0.005])</td>
<td>–0.015 ([-0.024 \text{ to } –0.006])</td>
<td>–0.002 ([-0.003 \text{ to } 0.000])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>–0.033 ([-0.045 \text{ to } –0.021])</td>
<td>–0.012 ([-0.027 \text{ to } 0.003])</td>
<td>–0.033 ([-0.045 \text{ to } –0.021])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>–0.010 ([-0.017 \text{ to } –0.003])</td>
<td>–0.020 ([-0.031 \text{ to } –0.010])</td>
<td>–0.010 ([-0.017 \text{ to } –0.003])</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 5. Monthly distribution of valid observations for the daily aerosol type classification in (a) Seoul, (b) Beijing, and (c) Osaka from AERONET, and (d) Korea, (e) China, and (f) Japan from satellite observations.
conditions.

The AERONET SSA$_{440}$ slopes slightly differed from the other parameter trends, as shown in Table 2, with slight increases in SSA$_{440}$ at all ground sites. In Beijing, the SSA$_{440}$ trend was 0.002 year$^{-1}$, and its 95% confidence interval had negative values, unlike the other sites. However, the OMI SSA$_{388}$ slopes indicated decreasing trends in all countries (Table 3). The SSA$_{388}$ results in China and Japan were less reliable than the results from ground sites. The SSA is the scattering ratio of light extinction; therefore, a decreasing SSA can be caused by increasing levels of high-absorbing aerosols or decreasing levels of low-absorbing aerosols. Eck et al. (2013) suggested that the increasing SSA over 15 years in the southern African biomass-burning region could be the result of a decrease in the BC fraction. Therefore, the trends in SSA could also be caused by a decrease in anthropogenic pollution. The SSA results suggested that pollution had decreased over a larger area than the area covered by the ground sites. However, the significance levels for the trends from satellite and ground observations were statistically insignificant in all cases.

Consequently, the trend analysis indicated that the satellite data were consistent overall, with decreasing trends in AOD$_{550}$, FMF$_{550}$, and AE in all regions. The trends from the ground data also showed a negative slope compared with the trends from satellite data, although the significance level was slightly weaker. Decreases in FMF and AE could be related to the decrease in anthropogenic activities caused by air-quality regulations. This FMF result was similar to the trend previously described in East Asia, but it slightly differed from the trends that have been observed in the USA and India (e.g., Yan et al., 2022). A decreasing SSA could be related to an increase/decrease in high/low-absorbing particles, as well as a decrease in pollution. Given the pollution levels and particle size data obtained in this study, we concluded that these consistent trends were the result of significant reductions in fine particle levels.

### 3.2. Aerosol types

#### 3.2.1. Annual variation

To determine the causes of the observed parameter trends, we examined temporal variation in the dominant aerosol types over time,

![Fig. 6. Annual frequencies of aerosol types (pie charts) during 2012–2019 based on ground observations in (a) Seoul, (b) Beijing, and (c) Osaka.](image-url)
which was related to aerosol optical properties (e.g., Ou et al., 2017). Fig. 5 shows the valid number of observations for the classification of aerosol type. Based on the observation frequency shown in Fig. 5, the annual frequency results for aerosol types during 2012–2019 based on ground and satellite data are shown in Figs. 6 and 7, respectively. Seven aerosol types (i.e., LOW \(\text{AOD}_{440} < 0.4\), Dust, NA, BC, BC + BrC, BrC, and Uncertain) are shown in Fig. 6. For ground data, we noted that the annual variation in the number of data points was inconsistent. The irregularity of ground data is clearly visible in Fig. 5. For the simultaneous consideration of seasonal variation in aerosol type dominance, the bar chart in Fig. 6 also shows data counts for summer and winter. There were no data corresponding to the BrC category in our results.

In Seoul, the LOW fraction increased from 2016 (Fig. 6a); this involved a significant increase from 47.2% (2016) to 70.0% (2019), compared with the previous period (2012–2015). Similarly, Cho et al. (2021) reported that years with a mean MODIS AOD significantly increased after 2014 in the Korean Peninsula. From 2015 to 2018, the BC fraction decreased from 31.8% to 14.1% and the BC + BrC fraction decreased from 15.0% to 11.1% in Seoul (Fig. 6a). The NA fraction was less variable than the fractions of all other aerosol types (Fig. 6a). At Yonsei University site, Lee et al. (2018a, 2018b) found fractions of approximately 20% for NA and >60% for BC in the summer of 2015, using a previously developed method from Lee et al. (2010). However, the values in the present study were considerably different (NA: 2.2%, BC: 31.8%, BC + BrC: 15.0%, and LOW: 48.6%). Because Lee et al. (2010) required SSA and FMF, the differences could be related to the method used for type classification. In Anmyeon, Korea, Choi et al. (2016) found a 70% BC + Dust + organic carbon fraction among cases with an \(\text{AOD}_{440} \geq 0.4\) during 1999–2007. Therefore, a large ratio of BC to \(\text{BC} + \text{BrC}\) is not unusual. The Dust fraction was rarely observed, but a value was obtained for some years (Fig. 6a). Consequently, there was significant variation in the dominant aerosol type frequency in Seoul from 2015 onward. The proportions of the LOW, BC, and BC + BrC aerosol type were more variable than the proportions of all other types.

The fraction of LOW in Beijing continuously decreased throughout the study period, from 83.3% (2012) to 52.0% (2019) (Fig. 6b). Li (2020) reported that the AERONET AOD showed a decreasing trend from 2008 until 2016 in Beijing. Trend analysis in the present study also

**Fig. 7.** Annual frequencies of aerosol types (pie charts) during 2012–2019 based on satellite observations in (a) Korea, (b) China, and (c) Japan.
showed a decreasing slope for Beijing. In a previous study, in the Daxingangling, region of China, a decreasing MODIS AOD was apparent from 2000, when the lowest AOD was observed (Guo et al., 2011). Therefore, the decreasing LOW fraction during periods with a decreasing AOD<sub>440</sub> may not be the result of increasing pollution, this decreasing fraction may be related to the greater impact of the decrease in high AOD values, compared with the impact of the increase in low AOD. In contrast, the fractions of BC and BrC increased, with significant fluctuation observed in Beijing. The fraction of BC + BrC significantly increased from 2.4% (2013) to 26.2% (2018), whereas the fraction of BC slightly increased from 14.1% (2012) to 34.0% (2019). The fraction of Dust was nearly 2-fold higher in Beijing than in Seoul (Fig. 6a) in certain years. Beijing had the largest fraction of Dust (4.8%) in 2018; however, its annual average fraction of Dust was <3% (i.e., an insignificant proportion) and annual variation was very low. The fraction of NA was lower than 10% in Beijing. Ou et al. (2017) discovered that the fraction of ‘scattering type’ aerosols was 15–20% in 2012–2015 period. In this study, the NA fraction in cases with AOD<sub>440</sub> > 0.4 ranged from 15.6% (2012) to 32.7% (2015). The fraction of BC was high especially in 2019, which may be related to a lack of data. Consequently, the fraction of LOW type significantly decreased throughout the study period, whereas the fraction of BC + BrC increased significantly. Similarly, Ou et al. (2017) showed that the ‘moderately-absorbing type’ and ‘highly-absorbing type’ in Beijing increased continuously from 2012, which may explain our result as increasing BC + BrC fraction in the present study. Using the Modern-Era Retrospective analysis for Research and Applications (MERRA), Provencal et al. (2017) revealed a strong increasing trend in the AOD of BC in Beijing (over 0.0005 year<sup>-1</sup> during 2003–2015). However, Dehkodha et al. (1) showed that the AAOD of BC continuously decreased from 2002 to 2017. Therefore, our results indicate that although the fraction of BC category increased, the absorption characteristics of the aerosol decreased.

The fraction of LOW in Osaka increased from 72.0% (2012) to 87.2% (2019) (Fig. 6c), which was the largest proportional increase among all sites. The higher fraction of LOW in 2014 and 2016 was related to a lack of dust in summer (Fig. 5c). The fraction of BC + BrC type was nearly halved from 6.8% (2013) to 3.1% (2018) (Fig. 6c), although BC + BrC was only observed annually for 2 years from 2016. Dehkodha et al. (1) found that the AAOD of BC continuously decreased from 2002 to 2018 in Osaka, which could explain the decreasing BC + BrC trend observed in this study. In Osaka, the mean fraction of NA aerosols was approximately 5% excluding 2015. The fraction of BC was approximately 10% when averaged across the study period. In Osaka, the BC fraction reached 20.0% in 2013 and 10.2% in 2019. The fraction of Dust was not observed during this period. Similarly, Shao and Dong (2006) reported that the mean dust concentration from 1998 to 2003 was near zero in Japan. Consequently, with the exception of the LOW and BC + BrC fractions, we observed no continuous increases or decreases among the aerosol types.

In summary, changes in the LOW, BC, and BC + BrC fractions were observed from 2012 to 2019 at most ground sites, whereas consistent changes were not detected among the other aerosol types. In Seoul, we observed increases in the LOW fraction and decreases in the BC and BC + BrC fractions. In Beijing, the LOW fraction significantly decreased, whereas the BC + BrC fraction increased. In Osaka, the LOW and BC + BrC fractions increased and decreased, respectively. The highest Dust fraction was detected in Beijing, whereas Osaka was not significantly affected. Although the highest Dust fractions were observed in Seoul and Beijing (4.8%). The variation among sites may have been related to regional differences. Some similarities in dominant aerosol types over time were also observed.

The trends in annual aerosol type and aerosol optical properties were considered concurrently. AERONET AOD<sub>550</sub> values significantly decreased over time at all ground sites. The decreasing trends may have affected the observed increasing LOW fraction, which had a low AERONET AOD<sub>440</sub> value. The decreasing trend in AOD could also be related to the decrease in the number of high AOD cases, rather than an increase in the number of low AOD cases. The decreases in AERONET AOD<sub>440</sub> and FMF<sub>550</sub> could also be interpreted as a decrease in the high concentrations of fine particles at the ground sites. The BC + BrC fraction was reduced at two of the three ground sites (Seoul and Osaka). These results suggest a decreasing effect of high-absorbing aerosol concentrations at these two sites. The decreasing BC + BrC fraction could increase the SSA values. Choi et al. (1) showed that sites with a high concentration of CA had a low SSA in Korea. Thus, the BC + BrC trends observed at the Seoul and Osaka sites could explain the increasing SSA<sub>440</sub> trend. Although there was an increase in the BC fraction, the decrease in the AOD of BC may be related to the increasing SSA value in Beijing.

Using satellite data, we identified annual changes in aerosol type patterns over larger areas. For the satellite data, six aerosol types were analyzed using the VIIRS-OMI algorithm: LOW (maximum value of AOD at 550 nm is <0.4), Dust, NA, CA, Mixture, and Unknown aerosols (Fig. 7). The temporal variation in size was more homogeneous for satellite data than for ground data (Fig. 5d–f), and therefore the amount of annual data is not indicated in Fig. 7.

The fraction of NA aerosols in Korea gradually decreased from 45.8% (2012) to 37.6% (2019) (Fig. 7a), and the fraction of LOW increased from 47.2% (2012) to 55.8% (2019). The increasing in the fraction of LOW was similar the increase observed at ground sites (Fig. 6a), and Cho et al. (2021) reported a decreasing AOD in the Korean Peninsula. All other aerosol types displayed minimal annual variation, with the exception of LOW and NA fractions. In Korea, CA constituted approximately 8% of all aerosols throughout the study period, with the highest value in 2014 (10.1%). Seoul had the highest CA fraction, with the sum of BC and BC + BrC comprising 53.2% of the total aerosols in 2014 (Fig. 6a); the CA fraction in Korea was also highest in 2014 (Fig. 7a). It was difficult to identify a continuous increase or decrease in CA in Korea. The Dust, Mixture, and Unknown fractions constituted <1%, indicating a very weak influence. There were only noticeable changes for the LOW and NA fractions. In contrast to the results for ground sites, the NA fraction was very high and the CA fraction was very low. The NA fraction was between 73.1% (2018) and 84.2% (2013) for cases with an AOD<sub>440</sub> > 0.4. Similarly, Kim et al. (2007) showed that the “sulfate type” calculated from the satellite algorithm (MOA) had a frequency of >60% in the East Asia region. The slight gap in CA in both ground and satellite data could be the result of low BC sensitivity. Because BC is mostly present near the surface, its low AOD leads to poor detection by satellite sensors (Ramachandran et al., 2020).

In China, the NA fraction continuously decreased from 49.2% (2012) to 33.0% (2019), whereas the LOW fraction increased from 29.4% (2012) to 41.2% (2019) (Fig. 7b). With the decreasing AOD in China, the LOW fraction continuously increased; however, the Beijing site data differed from the data describing China overall. The CA fraction was approximately 10% higher in China than in Korea. Using MERRA AOD data, Provencal et al. (2017) found that the mean BC fraction constituted approximately one-sixth of all aerosols, which was similar to our result of approximately one-fifth. The mean NA fraction from the MERRA AOD data was approximately 60% (Provencal et al., 2017), which was similar to our NA result in cases where the AOD<sub>440</sub> was larger than 0.4. The CA fraction decreased in China from 2014, whereas the BC + BrC fraction at the Beijing site tended to increase during the same period. The decrease in the CA fraction in China since 2015 may be a result of the “Clean Air Action” program that was implemented in 2013 to 2017. The Clean Air Action program launched stringent measures to achieve higher air-quality targets, including adjustments of energy production and industrial structures, as well as reductions of air pollutant emissions (China State Council, 2013). As a result of the program, the consumption of coal and hydrocarbon fuels in China decreased after 2013 (Zheng et al., 2018). This decrease in hydrocarbon emissions could explain the decreasing CA fraction in Fig. 7b. The differences between Beijing and China overall may be related to differences between urban and suburban
areas. Dingenen et al. (2004) reported that urban and rural area showed significant differences in PM concentration and particle size. Nguyen et al. (2019) reported substantial differences in AOD between urban and rural aerosols. The Dust fraction in China was <10% annually, and the highest fraction occurred in 2018 (9.5%). Provencal et al. (2017) reported that the fraction of mineral dust was similar to the fraction of BC, but we found that the Dust fraction was half of the CA fraction. All other aerosol types constituted <10%, with minimal annual variation. Thus, we observed continuous increases and decreases in the NA, LOW, and CA fractions in China. In Japan, the fraction of NA substantially decreased from 28.3% (2012) to 19.2% (2019), whereas the fraction of LOW increased from 66.9% (2012) to 79.5% (2019) (Fig. 7c). The fraction of LOW was the highest of the three sites; this high fraction was related to the low mean AOD in Japan, as described by Xia et al. (2016). Consistent with the result in this study, other studies during this period have shown that the AOD in Osaka decreased (e.g., Provencal et al., 2017); the AOD also decreased in other sites in Japan (e.g., Wang et al., 2021). The proportions of all other aerosol types were <4% with minimal variation. The annual CA fraction was similar to the fractions of the Mixture and Unknown aerosol types. Pollutant emissions in Japan have decreased since the 1970s because of air-quality regulations (Kurokawa and Ohara, 2020). The total annual amount of SO$_2$, NO$_2$, and BC emitted in Japan was <0.3 Tg in the 2010s (Kurokawa and Ohara, 2020), but in China it was >3 Tg per year in the 2010s (i.e., 10-fold higher than in Japan; Kurokawa and Ohara, 2020). This may explain the significantly lower fractions of CA and other aerosol types in Japan (Fig. 7c). The Dust fraction was not observed in Japan throughout the study period, which was consistent with the ground observations (Fig. 6c). Therefore, increasing and decreasing trends in the NA and LOW fractions, respectively, were noticeable in Japan, whereas there were no significant trends in the other aerosol types. According to the annual variation in the dominant aerosol types derived from satellite data, the NA fraction significantly decreased in all countries, whereas the LOW fraction substantially increased. The mean LOW fraction was highest in the order of Japan, Korea, and China, whereas the opposite pattern was observed for the CA fraction. The CA fraction also showed a constant decline in China. The fractions of all other aerosol types did not significantly change over time in any country. Considering the aerosol type and optical property results, the increasing LOW fraction was related to the decreasing trend in AOD$_{550}$ in all countries. The decreases in AOD$_{550}$ and AE in all countries could be interpreted as an indication of the reduced effect of high concentrations of fine particles. Along with the decreasing AOD in our results, there was also a long-term decrease in fine mode AOD confirmed during 2012–2019 in Japan, with a rate of decline of $-2.7 \pm 1.1$% year$^{-1}$ (Itahashi et al., 2021). The reductions in AOD$_{550}$, AE, and NA fraction occurred simultaneously, and the effect of high NA aerosol concentrations was reduced in all countries. In China, the CA fraction continuously decreased along with the fraction of NA aerosols from 2014 to 2019 (NA, 40.5% to 33.0%; CA, 21.5% to 11.2%). The decline in NA fraction in all countries may be related to changes in emission characteristics over time. As environmental concerns have increased, there has been increasing regulation of industrial activities and air pollution worldwide; coal consumption has also decreased in recent years (Dudley, 2018). In many countries, SO$_2$ emissions have continued to decrease (Smith et al., 2001; Zheng et al., 2020). For example, China established the 10th and 11th five-year plans, and these regulations achieved SO$_2$ emission reductions (Schreffels et al., 2012; Ronald et al., 2017). In east China, the OMI SO$_2$ trend was below ~0.25 Dobson units/decade during 2005–2017 (Li, 2020). In the Yellow Sea between Korea and China, the amount of SO$_2$ emitted significantly decreased from 2012 onward (~30 Tg/yr) to 2017 (~10 Tg/yr) (Itahashi et al., 2021). Zheng et al. (2018) showed that SO$_2$ emissions significantly decreased from 2011 (~30 Tg) to 2017 (~10 Tg), which could be a result of the Clean Air Act in China. SO$_2$ can be converted to particulate sulfate through oxidation (Gen et al., 2019). Sulfate is regarded as an NA aerosol because of its weak absorption properties, according to optical-based type classification. Therefore, a decrease in SO$_2$ emissions could lead to a decline in NA fraction. To summarize the annual dominant aerosol results, changes in the LOW and CA fractions were observed in ground data, whereas changes in the LOW and NA fractions were observed in satellite data. The CA fractions at the study sites increased in the order of China, Korea, and Japan, whereas the opposite pattern was observed for LOW aerosols. The annual maximum CA fraction occurred in Korea (Seoul). The decreasing trend in CA after 2013 could be a result of air pollution control policies in China. Changes in the dominant aerosol type could explain the increasing and decreasing trends observed in most aerosol optical properties. In particular, the decreasing NA fraction in all countries could be a result of decreasing SO$_2$ levels, which were likely caused by the enhanced regulation of air pollution emissions (e.g., the Clean Air Act in China). Most of the data are consistent with the results of previous studies. China and Beijing had different trends in terms of dominant aerosol types, which could be explained by differences between urban and suburban areas. 3.2.2. Seasonal characteristics For a given region, the dominant aerosol type differs seasonally according to aerosol emissions characteristics and transport patterns (Kedia et al., 2014). For this reason, seasonal inhomogeneity in the amount of data used can lead to bias in analyses of annual aerosol types. Therefore, we additionally analyzed the dominant aerosol types in the study regions according to ground and satellite data at the seasonal scale (Figs. 8 and 9). The study period was divided into spring, summer, fall, and winter. The seasonal frequency distribution of aerosol types according to ground data are shown in Fig. 8. There were no data corresponding to the BrC category in our results. At the Seoul site, the LOW fraction was >70% in fall and winter; it was lowest in summer (35.2%) (Fig. 8a). The seasonal BC and NA fractions were highest in summer; however, the seasonal variation in NA aerosols was ±5%. The BC + BrC fraction was higher in spring than in the other seasons. The BC fraction was 43.4% in summer. The low LOW fraction could be related to the high AOD in summer. Zhai et al. (2021) reported that the geosynchronous equatorial orbit satellite AOD in South Korea was high in the spring and summer of 2016. Many previous studies showed that the mean AOD was usually higher in summer than in other seasons within the East Asia region (e.g., Eck et al., 2005; Lee et al., 2007; Choi et al., 2016). Choi et al. (2016) found that the highest fractions of low AOD (<0.4) aerosols were present in June and July in Anmyeon, Korea during 1999–2007. The Dust fraction was <2% in spring and <1% in winter (Fig. 8a). Similarly, Shin et al. (2019) found that the Dust fraction-dominated mixture in Seoul was highest in spring. The BC and BC + BrC fractions displayed different seasonal characteristics. In a previous study, the BC mass density at Yonsei University was highest in spring and winter during 2011–2018 (Choi et al., 2020), which could explain why our study identified the highest BC + BrC fraction in spring. Compared with the characteristics of BC + BrC, the characteristics of BC were more similar to the distribution tendency of NA. The NA fraction was highest in summer, which was similar to the findings by Shin et al. (2019), although the frequency of occurrence was different. In our study, the NA fraction in summer was 10.2% in cases where the AOD was >0.4 (Fig. 8a), but Shin et al. (2019) found that the mean occurrence in summer was approximately 50% in Seoul. Lee et al. (2018a, 2018b) found that the NA fraction was approximately 20% in Yonsei University during May and June of 2015. This discrepancy could be related to differences in the algorithms used. Because NA and BC are classified based on their absorption characteristics when using an optical algorithm, the aerosol type can change depending on the threshold. This characteristic could explain why the BC distribution was similar to the NA distribution, rather than the BC + BrC distribution.
In Beijing, the LOW fraction was 40–75% in all seasons (Fig. 8b). The LOW fraction was the most common aerosol type in winter (72.2%); it was similar in spring (56.1%) and fall (56.9%). The lowest LOW fraction occurred in summer in the North China Plain; moreover, AERONET AOD and MERRA-2 AOD were highest in June for approximately 10 years before 2014 (Song et al., 2018). In summer, the BC fraction was highest in Beijing (38.5%). Large differences were observed in the NA and BC + BrC fractions between summer and winter. The seasonal difference in NA frequency was approximately 20%, which was approximately twofold greater than the seasonal difference at the Korea and Japan sites. In fall and winter, the BC + BrC fraction was approximately 15% (Fig. 8b), but it was nearly absent in summer. Similarly, the mean equivalent BC in Beijing was reportedly high in winter from 2012 to 2020 (Sun et al., 2022). Choi et al. (1) found that the overall BC mass density, including Beijing and several sites in Korea, had a lower value in summer; this explained the low BC + BrC fraction in summer. A previous study revealed that the frequency of scattering fine-type aerosols was highest in August and September in Beijing (Zhang and Li, 2019), which was similar to our result for the NA fraction in summer. The BC fraction was also high in summer, which could be the result of algorithm-based adjustment of scattering and absorbing aerosols, as mentioned earlier. The Dust fraction reached a maximum of 3.5% in spring (Fig. 8b). Similarly, Zhang and Li (2019) discovered that dust desert aerosols constituted a large fraction in spring. Shin et al. (2019) found that dust dominated the aerosol mixture in spring, and the pure dust fraction was approximately 20% in spring during 2001–2017. This was slightly different from our result in Beijing (8.0% Dust fraction in spring for cases of AOD > 0.4). Yu et al. (2017) found that the fine mode AOD was highest in summer and the coarse mode AOD was highest in spring, which could explain our results for the Dust fraction in winter and NA and BC fractions in summer.

The LOW fraction was more frequently observed in Osaka than at other sites (Fig. 8c). Osaka was cleanest in winter, with levels of the LOW fraction reaching 90.9%. The LOW fraction was lowest in summer. Similarly, the mean AOD$_{440}$ in Osaka was highest in summer (0.64 ± 0.21) during 2001–2018 (Dehkhoda et al., 2020). The BC fraction was highest in summer (23.1%), although this was approximately 15% lower than the levels at all other sites. The NA fraction was 10.3% in summer (Fig. 8c). A previous study showed that the fine mode AOD was high in summer during most years from 2001 to 2020 in the Seto Inland Sea region of Japan (Itahashi et al., 2021). Osaka also had an NA fraction of almost 40% in July and August during 2000–2016 (Shin et al., 2019). The highest BC + BrC fraction was 6.9%, indicating that this fraction was not dominant in Osaka (Fig. 8c). Similar to our results, Dehkhoda et al. (1) found that the mean AAOD of BC was more than threefold lower in Osaka than in Beijing.

At all ground sites, the LOW fraction was highest in winter or fall and lowest in summer. This was consistent with the results of many previous studies, in which the mean AOD in East Asia was generally higher in summer (e.g., Eck et al., 2005; Lee et al., 2007; Choi et al., 2016). The characteristics of the BC fraction differed from the characteristics of the BC + BrC fraction in all seasons, although both fractions are types of CA. Notably, BC had the greatest effect in summer at all ground sites, which was similar to the seasonal variation observed in NA aerosols. This characteristic was related to differences in the algorithms used, as mentioned earlier. The Dust fraction was highest in spring in Beijing and
Seoul, whereas no Dust was detected in Osaka. Thus, seasonal similarities and differences were detected at all three sites.

Short-term variation in the frequencies of the different aerosol types were partially affected by the seasonal and annual inhomogeneity in the amount of data. The high frequency of the LOW fraction in 2014 and 2016 could be related to the lack of summer data in Osaka (Figs. 5c and 6c). We identified Beijing’s maximum BC and minimum LOW in 2019, despite the lack of summer data (Figs. 5b and 6b). This inconsistency may be driven by insufficient annual data numbers.

The seasonal aerosol type patterns derived from satellite data are shown in Fig. 9. In Korea, the LOW fraction reached >60% in fall and winter (Fig. 9a). Similar to the ground data (Fig. 8a), the highest LOW fraction was observed in fall (68.9%) in Korea. Another study showed that the mean AOD in South Korea is low in fall and winter (Zhai et al., 2021). The MODIS AOD\textsubscript{550} in the large area surrounding Korea was very low, <0.35 from September to December during 2004–2014, which may explain the high fraction of LOW in fall. The fraction of NA aerosols was >55% in spring and summer, whereas it was approximately <10% according to ground data (Fig. 8a). As mentioned earlier, the differences between region/country data and ground-site data could be related to the algorithm used (e.g., differences in NA fraction between Kim et al., 2007 and Lee et al., 2018a, 2018b). According to the satellite data for Korea, the CA fraction was 13.8% in winter and <2% in summer. Other aerosol types were rarely observed. The CA fraction in Korea was highest in winter, and the high CA in winter may have influenced the LOW fraction. Lee et al. (2021) reported that most AERONET sites in Korea had a low mean SSA\textsubscript{440} in winter, which could be explained by our results regarding the CA fraction in Korea.

In China, the fraction of LOW was approximately 20–40% (Fig. 9b), which was approximately 20% lower on average for each season, compared with the fraction of LOW derived from ground data (Fig. 8b). The low fraction of LOW could be related to the high mean AOD in China. Liu et al. (2021) found that the Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei region of China had the highest MODIS AOD in summer during 2007–2020, which was similar to our finding of the low fraction of LOW in summer. The fraction of NA aerosols was 66.8% in summer and 6.6% in winter, indicating a large difference between seasons. The shape of the line plotted for the NA fraction was similar to the result in Beijing (Fig. 8b), but the seasonal difference in China was 3-fold greater than in Beijing. The fraction of CA was lowest (<3%) in summer and highest (26.4%) in winter. The CA fractions were similar between spring and fall (approximately 10–20%). The shape of the line plotted for the CA fraction was similar to the shape of the line plotted for the BC + BrC fraction in Beijing (similar in spring and fall; highest in winter). Similarly, Zhai et al. (2021) found that the mass of surface BC continuously decreased from January to May and increased again from October to December in 2016. The Dust fraction was very high (18.9%) in winter (Fig. 9b). The Dust fractions derived from satellite and ground data slightly differed (Figs. 8 and 9), reaching a maximum in spring according to ground data (Fig. 8b), and in winter according to satellite data (Fig. 9b). Zhang and Li (2019) found that desert dust aerosols were most common in spring in Beijing, but Nam et al. (2018) reported that northeast China had the highest PM\textsubscript{10} in winter. The coarse size of dust particles can significantly contribute to PM\textsubscript{10} (e.g., Querol et al., 2009), which may explain the dust fraction results in winter.

In Japan, the fraction of LOW reached >80% in fall and winter.
The seasonal aerosol types showed minimal seasonal variation in Japan.

These seasonal results allowed us to identify similar characteristics among ground sites and countries. In all countries, the NA and LOW fractions represented the largest proportion of all aerosols. Similar LOW fractions were observed in ground and satellite data. All ground data showed the highest LOW fraction in fall and winter, whereas satellite data showed that all countries were cleanest in fall. Considering the results of previous studies, this seasonal difference was likely related to differences in coverage between ground and satellite data. Data from Korea showed that the LOW fraction was 30–75%, whereas it was 55–95% for Japan and 20–75% for China, according to both ground and satellite data. The CA fraction had the greatest influence in winter among all countries.

However, we also detected differences between ground and satellite data. Notably, the NA aerosol characteristics slightly differed between ground and satellite data. The seasonal distributions of NA and BC according to satellite data were closer than the seasonal distributions of NA and BC according to ground data. Seasonal data showed that the sum of the BC and NA fractions in ground data was similar to the size of the NA fraction in satellite data. These results may have been influenced by the criteria used to distinguish between CA and NA aerosols. Because the aerosol types used in this study were classified according to their optical characteristics, some CA may have been misclassified as NA aerosols because of the parameter range used.

The Dust fraction was the dominant aerosol in China in winter according to satellite data, and in spring according to ground data. This seasonal characteristic of the Dust fraction appears to have been caused by regional differences between urban and suburban observation regions. For example, East Asia is mainly affected by yellow dust due to the movement of migratory anticyclones in spring (Takemi and Seino, 2005). Yellow dust is frequently observed even in winter (Chen et al., 2016a, 2016b); it is sometimes also observed in Korea (Kim and Park, 2001). However, in this study, the Dust fraction rarely appeared in Korea in winter (<1%), according to seasonal satellite data. The rapid synoptic flow of yellow dust in winter leads to lower pollution concentrations and shorter duration pollution events, compared with spring (Kim and Park, 2001). Therefore, this phenomenon may not be detected by polar-orbit satellites with short observation times. Differences in the seasonal frequency of the Dust fraction may also have been caused by the use of AOD weighting in the satellite data algorithm. Even if yellow dust passes through the observation range of the satellite, the algorithm may not be able to detect the Dust fraction if it is present over an insufficient AODsum and area. Thus, suburban regional characteristics may mask the effects of pollution in small areas, overrepresenting the NA fraction in satellite data analyses. The characteristics of this method may explain why the NA aerosol type was particularly overrepresented in the analysis of satellite data.

4. Discussion & Summary

In this study, we analyzed trends in aerosol parameters and aerosol types for three sites (ground data) and three countries (satellite data) in East Asia during 2012–2019. We detected significant decreases in AOD550 and AE values in all satellite data. The modified aerosol classification algorithms used in this study revealed annual and seasonal variations in the dominant aerosol types. Annual aerosol type analysis showed that the fraction of LOW increased at most ground sites. At the Seoul and Osaka sites, the fractions of LOW increased, whereas those of BC + BrC decreased. In Seoul, the fraction of LOW increased from 49.9% to 70.0% during the study period, and that of BC + BrC continuously decreased from 20.4% to 11.1%. Conversely, at the Beijing site, the fraction of LOW decreased from 83.3% (2012) to 52.0% (2019), and that of BC + BrC significantly increased from 2.4% (2013) to 26.2% (2018). Satellite data showed that the fraction of LOW continuously increased in Korea, China, and Japan, whereas that of NA aerosols continuously decreased in all countries. A noticeable decrease in the fraction of BC was also detected in China.

The seasonal aerosol type analysis revealed higher proportions of LOW in fall and winter than in spring and summer at all ground sites. The fractions of BC and NA were present in larger proportions in summer than in the other seasons, according to ground data. For BC + BrC, spring was the most influential season at all ground sites. In all country regions, the CA and NA fractions had the greatest effect in winter and summer, respectively.

The decrease in the BC + BrC fraction in ground data and the decrease in the NA fraction in satellite data contributed most to the increase in the LOW fraction observed in this study. Decreases in AOD, FFM, and AE could indicate decreasing levels of fine particle pollution; such decreases may therefore be related to decreases in pollutant emissions that result from air-quality regulations. A decreasing SSA can be related to an increase/decrease in high/low-absorbing particles, and it may be related to a decrease in pollution. Furthermore, although the BC fraction increased, the decrease in the AOD of BC may be related to the increasing SSA value in Beijing. In particular, the continuous decrease in NA in all countries was presumably related to the continuous changes in emission characteristics at the global scale that have resulted from improved air-quality regulation, as observed for SO2. Therefore, changes in aerosol types in East Asia appear to affect the trends in aerosol parameters.

Some of our results were difficult to interpret, such as the differences within a single country. China and Beijing displayed different trends, which could be explained by the gap between urban and suburban characteristics. We also detected significant differences in the NA and BC fractions between ground and satellite data, which may have been related to differences in observation methods (i.e., specific points and wide areas, respectively). Additionally, the Dust fraction was the dominant aerosol in China in winter according to satellite data, and in spring according to ground data. This seasonal characteristic of the Dust fraction was presumably caused by regional differences in urban and suburban observation regions. Further analyses are needed using more ground data from suburban areas to address this discrepancy.

In this study, each aerosol type was observed at all sampling points, and some types showed similar tendencies. Changes in aerosol type may explain the increasing and decreasing trends that we observed for most parameters. In both ground and satellite data, several variations in aerosol types and trends in aerosol parameters occurred concurrently. The data analyses conducted in this study allowed us to draw conclusions based on both datasets. This study demonstrated that consistent results could be obtained using remote-sensing data from ground and satellite observations. We also confirmed that aerosol type classification could be achieved using optical data without direct analysis, based on in situ observations. Therefore, as shown in this study, changes in aerosol types in many areas can easily be identified using optical data via remote sensing. Because remote sensing enables convenient acquisition of observation data for large areas, this technique is expected to be used with increasing regularity in future studies of aerosol types.
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